10 x 60 mins | Hidden camera prank show

An unsuspecting celebrity is
lured towards hidden cameras
by a trusted confidant, where an
epic stunt-filled prank is played
on them for huge laughs!

SUMMARY

Take the biggest celebrities from film, TV, music and sports. Use a
close friend or family member to help set the trap. There’s always
an accomplice! Lure the celebrity into the biggest, wildest, most
shocking prank of their lives! Sit back, relax and try not to bust a
gut while you watch the whole thing unfold. Just before (and often
after!!) it’s gone hilariously too far, the behind-the-scenes team is
revealed and the celebrity realizes that they’re the unsuspecting star
of SURPRISE SURPRISE!
Exploding cars! Jumping from planes! Even a prank that convinced
celebrities that they traveled through time!! There is no other format
with stars this big experiencing pranks this elaborate!

FORMAT POINTS

• 2 to 3 celebrity “victims” per 60-minute show
(depending on how elaborate the prank)
• Start with the set-up of the prank with the
accomplice (celebrity friend, family member
or colleague) who helps set the trap
• Meet the participants and each person’s role
in the prank (the “behind-the-scenes team”)
• Smartly-scripted to lure the celebrity towards
the hidden cameras in an authentic and
realistic way
• Major stunts and state-of-the-art practical FX
• Moment of shock when celebrity thinks the
prank is real – followed by hilarious reveal

SALES POINTS

This show comes with over a decade of expertise and guidance
to produce the best set-ups and attract top talent. There are over
400 fully-scripted and detailed pranks ready to be used! Many are
un-produced and ready for new audiences.

• Good-spirited (fun and funny – not
embarrassing or humiliating)

Trailer

The show was a massive hit in 8 countries: France, Norway, Sweden,
Australia, Denmark, Germany, Denmark and Canada, where it aired
for 12 years!!
Great branding opportunities.
Consistent 30% + market share in most territories.
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